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Abstract 

The forces of nature represent the biggest challenge for engineering work in 
general and perhaps the most prominent of these forces. This generated by 
earthquake where engineering structure is exposed abnormal loads and stresses 
which places areal burden on structural engineers to find solutions and struc-
tural systems to increase resistance and effectiveness of engineering structure 
especially high rise concrete structures. 
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1. Introduction 

Increasing the height of the building increases the effect of lateral loads on the 
building. 

The column-beam joints and the contact joint between column and the col-
umn in next floor are the prominent joints exposed to seismic loads in structure. 

Strong column—weak beam joint is important concept in resisting seismic loads.  
This study is devoted to increase resist of structure by increase effectiveness 

and resistance of the contact joint between column and the column in next floor 
(column-column joint). 

It is common in construction sites the pouring of concrete columns for each 
floor separately, the cohesion between columns one top of each for multiple sto-
ries structure by extension of steel bars mostly does not exceed 1.0 meter, so full 
height column of structure can be represented as a group of units of columns 
pouring one top of each, this may not represent a problem for low-rise struc-
tures but for sure represent a problem for high-rise structures especially when 
structure exposed to seismic loads as shown in (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Behavior of building under seismic loads [2]. 

 

 
Figure 2. photographs of damage caused by earthquakes [2]. 

2. Search Theory 

The purpose of study to make each vertical group of columns to behave as one 
unit as if columns have poured once building length. 
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3. Practical Application 

As shown in (Figure 3) in-site are pouring columns under axial force by hy-
draulic jacks (Figure 4) that will retain until concrete hardening by using hy-
draulic jacks then will pouring next floor columns under the same axial load that 
will retain until concrete hardening and repeat the same steps for each floor 
columns. 

The cables used should be continuous full length of columns by using rolls of 
cables and installed in foundation steel bars. 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Steps of implementation in the site. 
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The cables rolls should be moved from floor for the floor who followed with 
continuity of cables. 

Finally structure columns will be subjected to the same axial load full height of 
the building and every vertical row of columns will behave as one column. 

4. Mathematical Achievement 

It is now generally recognized that beam-column joints can be critical regions in 
reinforced concrete frames can be critical regions in reinforced concrete frames 
designed for in elastic response to seismic attack. 

As a consequence of seismic moments in columns of opposite signs imme-
diately above and below the joint, and similar beam moment reversal across the 
joint. 

The Joint region is subjected to horizontal and vertical shear forces [2].  
It is assumed that due to gravity loads and earthquake-induced lateral forces 

on the frame, typical moments, shear and axial forces introduced to an interior 
joint are shown in Figure 5 & Figure 6. To enable simple equilibrium require-
ments, compression stress in the concrete and steel by symbols (Cc), (Cs) respec-
tively, horizontal joint shear force and vertical joint shear force are denoted  
 

 
Figure 4. Shapes of hydraulic jacks [2]. 

 

 
Figure 5. External actions and internal stress resultants at (beam—column joint) [2]. 
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by (Vjh, Vjv) respectively [2].  

jh c s col c s colV T C C V T C C V′ ′= + + − = + + −  

( )c sT C C′ ′ ′= +  

jh colV T T V′= + −  

– 2jv u b cV T T P V F′′ ′′′= + − −  (Fc = Cable force) 

When we use this new technique in pouring columns we will generated new 
force is called Cable force (Fc) which is reduced shear forces on column-beam 
Joint and by controlling (Fc) we can prevented a chance to joint shear failure. 

5. Indications 

T: tension stress in steel bars in upper half of interior joint  
′T : tension stress in steel bars in lower half of interior joint  
′′T : tension stress in steel bars in right half of interior joint  
′′′T : tension stress in steel bars in left half of interior joint  

Vcol.: the average of column shears above and below the joint 
 

 
Figure 6. Analysis forces resultants at internal (beam—column joint) [2]. 

 

 
Figure 7. One of critical section may be happened in column [1]. 
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Figure 8. The effect of the system to increase resist of buildings to seismic loads [2]. 

6. Conclusions 

The study will achieve important principle (strong column-column) joint and 
will give more support to critical section in columns (column-to-footing con-
nection) (column-to-column connection) as shown in Figure 7 & Figure 8. 

Figure 8 shows the effect of the suggested system to resist seismic loads, in the 
structure on the left columns behaves as one unit. 

Structure on the right where the normal method in building is used additional 
stresses which are generated in earthquakes. 
Finally 

The system can be used in high rise reinforced concrete buildings, cable sus-
pended bridges with large spans. 
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